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Bitcoin and Ethereum

Bitcoin entered February around $42,600 and ended the month at ~$61,200, increasing a whopping
44% for its largest monthly gain since December 2020. Crypto’s apex asset drifted lower to start the
month after the Fed expressed caution around near-term rate cuts post the latest FOMC meeting.
However, bitcoin rallied as inflows into the spot Bitcoin ETFs picked up on February 8th and remained
high for more than a week. Bitcoin’s ascent again paused mid-month as higher than expected US
inflation pushed out expectations for easing monetary conditions before rallying towards month-end
again on particularly strong ETF inflows. By the end of the month Bitcoin had hit new all-time highs in
many countries, including China, Japan, the UK, India, Argentina, Turkey, and Egypt, and subsequently
reached an all-time high against the US dollar this month before retreating. Elsewhere, innovation on
Bitcoin continued as developers pushed to bring back the OP_CAT function and Bitcoin staking protocol
Babylon launched on testnet. Bitcoin-focused payments app Strike rolled out services to Africa, while
El Salvadorian President Nayib Bukele was reelected. Finally, Bitcoin futures open interest hit an
all-time high, a research report found that Bitcoin and Ethereum are immune to 51% attacks, and new,
never-before-seen Satoshi emails emerged in court.

Not to be outdone, Ethereum entered February around $2,300 and rose 46% throughout the month to
finish around $3,350. ETH’s price was helped by Bitcoin’s move, and likely also by enthusiasm for a
potential spot Ethereum ETF and the forthcoming Dencun upgrade set for March 13th. As a reminder,
Dencun features EIP-4844 / proto-danksharding, which will materially expand mainnet’s data availability
throughput via data blobs and will likely materially lower costs for L2s. Also during the month, the ETH
supply fell by 46,000 ETH, equivalent to -0.5% annually, staking deposits passed 25% of circulating
supply for the first time, and Ethereum TVL passed $50b for the first time since May 2022. Also notable
was continued progress around client diversity, as Coinbase Cloud announced that it will migrate 50%
of its validators from Geth to Nethermind over the next several weeks and will later add support for
Erigon, both going a long way in reducing Geth’s execution client market share. In other news,
Eigenlayer TVL skyrocketed as it lifted its deposit cap, StarkWare commenced its highly anticipated
airdrop, Polygon and StarkWare announced new Circle STARKs, and various Optimism-based chains
deployed the Delta upgrade.

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=4727999
https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-4844
https://clientdiversity.org/


BTC and ETH

Source: Santiment, GSR.

Spot Bitcoin ETF Inflows Gather Momentum

Average daily inflows into the new spot Bitcoin ETFs nearly tripled in February relative to post-launch
January. And while much of February’s strength was due to subdued GBTC outflows that weighed
much less on total inflows, the other spot ETFs continued to see extremely strong inflows during the
month. In fact, total inflows spiked on February 8th and remained at $350m+ for seven straight trading
days, helping to lift BTC’s price in the process. And while inflows slowed somewhat after, they came
roaring back towards the end of the month, with February 28th’s $673m of inflows setting a new single
day inflows record, beating out day one’s $655m. And in addition to flows, trading volume also
skyrocketed during the last week of February, hitting $7.7b on the 28th alone.

While it remains to be seen what future inflows look like, most of the large wirehouses have yet to add
the spot ETFs to their platforms, boding well for the future. Indeed, it was only just last week that Merrill
Lynch and Wells Fargo reportedly began offering wealth management clients access to spot Bitcoin
ETFs, while wealth managers such as Morgan Stanley and LPLA are said to still be evaluating whether
to add the new spot ETFs to their platforms. All in, the spot Bitcoin ETFs finished the month with $48b
of AUM, including $27b from GBTC, $10b from IBIT (which became the fastest ETF to hit $10b in
history), $7b from FBTC, $2b from ARKB, and $2b from BITB.
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US Spot Bitcoin ETF Inflows

Source: BitMEX Research, Santiment, GSR.

Waiting on a Potential Spot Ethereum ETF

As the crypto world awaits the next major Ethereum upgrade, Dencun, in a few short days, another
major catalyst may be on the horizon - a spot Ethereum ETF. While there has been more speculation
than news, the SEC must opine on Van Eck’s application by May 23rd, so we will likely receive clues
regarding the potential outcome over the next several weeks and we will know for sure whether a
near-term approval is in the cards by then.

While much less certain than for Bitcoin, the potential approval of spot Ethereum ETFs may play out in
much the same way, where the SEC had approved futures-based Bitcoin ETFs and US courts
subsequently ruled that the SEC’s differing treatment of futures-based and spot-based ETF applications
was "arbitrary and capricious", making it difficult for the SEC to continue to deny the spot applications.
The one caveat, and in our opinion the key determinant for whether the spot Ethereum ETF
applications go through, is that a major condition for this "like treatment" requirement for the
futures-based and spot applications for Bitcoin was that the underlying spot and futures markets
are/were closely correlated (see here for details). In other words, the SEC may still deny the spot
Ethereum ETFs despite the court’s spot Bitcoin ETF ruling if the SEC finds that the Ethereum spot and
futures markets are not sufficiently correlated. Moreover, the SEC has not revealed the full details of its
correlation calculation, nor has it stated what its correlation threshold is. All that said, we find solace in
Coinbase’s recent letter in support of the spot Ethereum ETFs, which included a correlation analysis
that found Ethereum spot and futures markets to be as similarly correlated as those of Bitcoin. So
while the SEC may ultimately deny the applications on other grounds and market-based indicators are
presenting very different stories (the Grayscale Ethereum Trust is at just a 12% discount to NAV, while
the Polymarket betting market assigns May approval odds at just 39%), we see the correlation between
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https://twitter.com/SGJohnsson/status/1750566044052131877
https://assets.ctfassets.net/c5bd0wqjc7v0/5ffEPeAh1qv8p7BksKFctz/e17307dfe5d692002c6f842807ff4272/Grayscale_Ether_ETP_Application_--_Coinbase_Response_Letter_to_SEC.pdf
https://www.theblock.co/data/crypto-markets/bitcoin-etf/premium-of-ethe
https://polymarket.com/event/ethereum-etf-approved-by-may-31


Ethereum spot and futures markets as the key determinant and are hopeful for an approval in May.

Correlation Between Coinbase Spot Market and CME Futures (Front Month) Market

Source: Coinbase, GSR. Note: Table reproduced for readability.

EigenLayer TVL Skyrockets

EigenLayer is a marketplace for decentralized trust, or perhaps more concretely a security-as-a-service
protocol, and is one of the biggest innovations in blockchain technology in some time. Rather than
Ethereum’s narrowly-targeted decentralized trust, where validators stake ETH to determine the
canonical chain and validity of blocks - ie. Ethereum provides economic security for its decentralized
applications, but not beyond - EigenLayer expands Ethereum’s trust layer by enabling native ETH
stakers and LST holders to restake their ETH to secure bridges, oracles, sidechains, and many more.
Such applications, known as Actively Validated Services or AVSs, simply rent security from restakers,
alleviating the need to otherwise bootstrap their own validator set and offer high inflationary rewards,
while restakers receive additional yield in exchange for taking on increased slashing conditions. And,
this is all made possible by (node) operators, who accept staked ETH that are delegated to them (or
use their own stake) and run the AVS software modules that perform the validation services for the
AVSs. Now, anyone can build new blockchain services beyond simple dapps without having to worry
about procuring security, allowing developers to focus on the product or service at hand and ultimately
unlocking a flurry of innovation.

Though EigenLayer has been one of the most anticipated projects in years, it has taken a risk-first
approach by imposing deposit caps that have only been increased gradually and incrementally. This
has caused EigenLayer’s TVL to remain well below where it otherwise would have been, with the caps
as the key determinant for TVL. In addition, a large ecosystem of liquid restaking tokens (LRTs) has
sprung up, where LRT protocols not only select the operators and AVSs on behalf of restakers who are
likely in a poor position to do so, but also provide receipt tokens for restaker deposits, generating
liquidity on restake that would otherwise have been locked. LRTs such as EtherFi, Puffer Finance,
Renzo, and KelpDAO have seen billions of dollars of staked ETH flow into their protocols, which are
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then restaked with EigenLayer, inflating EigenLayer’s TVL in addition to direct deposits. While TVL has
been impacted by the appreciation of ETH as well as the temporary removal of EigenLayer’s staking
cap in early February, EigenLayer has grown to be the the second largest decentralized application by
TVL with $11.4b, and growth is likely to continue as more ETH / staked ETH becomes restaked in the
quest for additional yield.

EigenLayer Total Value Locked, $b

Source: DefiLlama, GSR.

All Hail the Fee Switch

Even Uniswap, the most successful and well-known decentralized exchange with hopes of one day
becoming the liquidity layer of the internet, is not immune from governance challenges. Indeed, less
than 10% of circulating UNI is used to vote on governance proposals, and a large portion of existing
delegation is stale with 14 of the top 30 delegates by voting power having not voted over the last 10
proposals. To fix this, the Uniswap Foundation released a governance proposal on February 23rd to
upgrade protocol governance to incentivize active, engaged, and thoughtful delegation. Specifically,
the proposal suggests upgrading the protocol so Uniswap’s fee mechanism rewards UNI token holders
that have delegated and staked their UNI tokens.

While Uniswap’s “fee switch” has been speculated on for years, many believed it was unlikely to occur
near-term, with token holder yield potentially increasing the risk of UNI being deemed a security in the
US. In addition, past attempts to turn on the fee switch have failed, though this one notably had the
support of the Uniswap Foundation. As such, the price of UNI immediately skyrocketed 70% in the
wake of the proposal and crypto Twitter was set ablaze with many wondering whether Uniswap knew
something about the regulatory environment that would give it confidence to invoke the fee switch, or
whether other protocols would be forced to consider fee switches of their own, possibly igniting the next
DeFi wave (Frax Finance subsequently pledged to publish proposed revenue sharing). Nevertheless,
the proposal passed a snapshot vote on Wednesday and now heads for an onchain vote.
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https://www.blog.eigenlayer.xyz/update-on-upcoming-lst-additions-and-restaking-unpause/
https://www.blog.eigenlayer.xyz/update-on-upcoming-lst-additions-and-restaking-unpause/
https://gov.uniswap.org/t/temperature-check-activate-uniswap-protocol-governance/22936
https://twitter.com/samkazemian/status/1761104251072458882
https://snapshot.org/#/uniswapgovernance.eth/proposal/0xad7e3612d11d56b21f0b2274e4ce825163bc1873d0e2ef809a3a98733df992a7


Potential Uniswap Yield

Source: Medium via @benhwx, GSR.
Note: Uniswap currently charges LP fees of 0.3% on Uniswap v2 pools and 0.05-1.00% on Uniswap v3 pools. The example above assumes
Uniswap inaugurates a 0.05% protocol fee that is shared with UNI stakers and then varies the percentage of UNI staked and the percentage
of fees shared. See here for more details.

GSR in the News

● The Dales Report - TLDR – TDR News highlights – January 31st / February 1st
● CryptoTimes - GSR Appoints Former JPMorgan Executive as Head of Trading
● CoinGape - Former JPMorgan Head Koukorinis Moves to GSR for Crypto Push
● Bloomberg - Bitcoin ETFs Start to Reshape Crypto Markets
● The Block - Blockchain interoperability project Analog raises token round at $120 million valuation
● DL News - First Bitcoin, now Ethereum. Analysts see four drivers behind an even bigger surge
● Bloomberg - Bitcoin Tops $53,000 to Reach Highest in More Than Two Years
● Washington Post - Bitcoin hits record high, breaking pandemic-fueled 2021 highwater mark
● MarketWatch - Meme coins like dogecoin and Pepe are rallying again. Here's what it means for crypto.
● Bloomberg - Bitcoin Faces ‘Sell-the-News’ Moment After Setting Record High
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https://medium.com/@benhwx/implications-of-a-uniswap-fee-switch-9d003a604147
https://thedalesreport.com/cannabis/tldr-tdr-news-highlights-january-31st-february-1st/
https://www.cryptotimes.io/gsr-appoints-former-jpmorgan-executive-as-head-of-trading/
https://coingape.com/former-jpmorgan-head-koukorinis-moves-to-gsr-for-crypto-push/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2024-02-08/bitcoin-etfs-start-to-reshape-crypto-markets
https://www.theblock.co/post/277171/blockchain-interoperability-project-analog-token-funding-valuation
https://www.dlnews.com/articles/snapshot/four-catalysts-that-could-propel-ethereum-past-bitcoin/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2024-02-26/bitcoin-tops-53-000-to-reach-highest-in-more-than-two-years
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2024/03/05/bitcoin-record-crypto-etf-high/
https://www.marketwatch.com/amp/story/meme-coins-like-dogecoin-and-pepe-are-rallying-again-heres-what-it-means-for-crypto-d35c2e8b
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2024-03-05/bitcoin-faces-sell-the-news-moment-after-setting-record-high
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Crypto Leaderboard
Rank Name Ticker Price MC, $b 1M One Month Performance

1 Bitcoin BTC 61,198 1,202 44%
2 Ethereum ETH 3,342 402 46%
3 Tether USDT 1.00 99 0%
4 BNB BNB 400 60 33%
5 Solana SOL 126 56 30%
6 Lido 

Staked 
ETH

STETH 3,343 33 46%
7 Ripple XRP 0.59 32 17%
8 USD Coin USDC 1.00 29 0%
9 Cardano ADA 0.66 23 32%

10 Dogecoin DOGE 0.117 17 49%

One-Month Performance
By Token By Category By Ecosystem Traditional Finance

JASMY 295% IoT/Data/Comp 55% Gnosis Chain 42% NIKKEI 7.9%
AR 208% Lending 51% Avalanche 41% HSI 6.6%

WLD 198% Gaming/Entrtnmt 46% Polkadot 39% Nasdaq 6.1%
PEPE 171% Meme 43% Cosmos 37% SPX 5.1%
AGIX 157% Scaling 36% Solana 35% DAX 4.2%
FET 145% Smart Contract 29% Tron 34% WTI 3.2%
DAI 0% Privacy 28% Polygon 33% USD/JPY 2.1%

FDUSD 0% Currency 24% BSC 26% FTSE 0.0%
OKB -1% DEX 24% EUR/USD -0.1%
TIA -7% Other DeFi 22% Gold -0.1%

XMR -14% CEXs 2% Gas -11.4%

Defi
Total Value Locked, 1M, $b Top TVL By Protocol, $b DefiPulse Index, 1M

One-Month Trading Volumes
Top 100, Spot, $b Top Spot by Token, $b Top Spot Exchanges, $b Aggregate Derivs Vols, $b

USDT 1,493 Binance 506 1M O/I
BTC 831 ByBit 97 Spot 1,280 na
ETH 435 Upbit 81 Perpetuals 11,800 302

FDUSD 178 OKX 75 Futures 15 1
USDC 168 Coinbase 73 Options 61 na
SOL 66 Huobi 47 Total 13,156 303
BNB 36 Gate.io 43

http://gsr.io/
http://Gate.io
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Crypto Futures
Futures Volume (BTC LHS ; ETH RHS), 1d Futures Open Interest (BTC LHS ; ETH RHS)

OI Weighted Funding Rate (BTC LHS ; ETH RHS), 1d Liquidations (BTC LHS ; ETH RHS), 1d

Crypto Options
Options Volume & Put/Call Ratio (BTC LHS ; ETH RHS), 1d ATM Implied Volatility (BTC LHS ; ETH RHS)

ATM Implied Vol Term Stucture (BTC LHS ; ETH RHS) 25 Delta Skew (BTC LHS ; ETH RHS)

http://gsr.io/
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About GSR

GSR has over a decade of extensive experience in the crypto market, serving as a trusted liquidity provider 
and active, multi-stage investor. Our suite of services includes OTC Trading, Derivatives, and Market Making. 

GSR is actively involved in every major sector of the digital asset ecosystem, working with token issuers, 
institutional investors, miners, and leading trading venues.

For more information or if we can help with anything, please see gsr.io or contact us at gsr@gsr.io.
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